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Ram Lalla’s Statements  (As Nar Narayan Avatar In Kalyug)  In 

Supreme Court In Person As Idol Of Lord Natraz  The Creator 

B.B.B  Or Tachyon Particle Or Allah Ho Akbar  Who is Also 

Worshiped In Namaz Is Must   Apart From Title Suit,  SC Must 

See  Mensrea Of Crime And Islamic Laws  2019  Against Anti 

Quran Act Means Prohibits Idol Worship Done By 56 Islamic 

Countries.   
 

Dr V M Das 
Das Nursing Home, Fatehgarh , India 

University Of God 

 

Abstract: It is being believed that  Muslims do not do idol worship . It is myth . Before origin of the universe all  

things were in form of tachyons particles which are made up of two basic building blocks – Yang and Yin  or 

mind and mass part of reality ( Not set of informations Code PcPs – Originator of all sets of informatins Code 

PcPs ) . To understand concept of idol worship we have to understand Basic Building Blocks  ( B.B.B – Mind – 

CCP , Code PcPs or set of informations   and CP and Mass -- Fig 1 ).  The Creator B.B.B or Almighty B.B.B 

has considered them  as smallest idols. Hence He has made idol picture of male and female  parallel to these 

B.B.Bs  Fig 1 . The fundamental  belief of all religions on which the base ( Main Pillars ) of all religions is stood  

are  these two God particles and the fundamental worship is Idol worship of these two God particles . At the end 

of  universe all sciences fundamentals (shapes ,  laws, and  properties)  would be no more but religious 

fundamental  about God particles and their Idol worship would persist in form of “I” or “Satyam Shivum 

Sunderum ” 

Muslim do believe  that Allaha means The Creator only .  After researching 99 names of Allaha  in the light of 

science and the paper published in Journal [2] , we found that the word  Allaha means – Primary God, 

Secondary God , tertiary God , trinity , and Tawhid.  in the light of science .  His portrait  Fig 20 represents  

Tachyon particle  ( One yang B.B.B and many Yins B.B.B ) apart from  Creation and Destruction of universe 

under control of Almighty B.B.B . The admiring of this Almighty B.B.B is Allaha ho Akbar .  Worship of Tertiary 

God is also Idol worship as these are made up of smallest idol of the universe  Fig 21. Hence All worships are 

Idol worship  in this universe as all are made up of smallest idol called B.B.Bs , the true fundamental belief  of 

all religions . This belief  persists even after destruction of the universe in form of “I”  

Keywords: Basic Building Blocks , Mind and Mass , Atomic genetics , Atomic transcription and Translation ,     

Tachyons   
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I. Introduction 
1.1 Mind and Mass Realities [1] 

 
Fig. 1  Divine Mechanics Unit – CCP, CP and  information s – Code PcPs  with B-Bit – Mass 

 

Atomic genetics is the branch of science where we investigate about fundamental interactions of the 

universe i.e. atomic transcription and translations . New words have been coined to understand hidden science of 

mind part of reality. Mind reality has been recognized as different faces by “I”  about 5000 years back  to 

Arjuna in Mahabharata.as shown in  Fig 1.  It is just like to understand any language through Alphabets. These 

are ( different faces )  Alphabets of mind reality. One Mind reality has one face identity and the second mind 

reality has second face identity and so on. The facial expression represents phenomenon of intelligence and 

different faces represent different types of properties carrying  property. The open eyes means property is 

activated while close eye means property is inactivated. In spite of carrying properties conscious ness they also 

know how to conduct not only origin of universe but also how to create two different universe i.e. next creation 

could be different from this creation . In all, it is automatic system of the universe .   The mind realities which 

are  of good properties have devtas face identity ( first five faces on both side ) and those mind realities which 

are of bad properties have demons face identity ( last four faces on both side ) . These are named as code PCPs 

or messenger atomic genes . The central face is CCP  or Thought script  where all thoughts of the universe are 

banked . It is bank of data of all information s of the universe  It is face identity of Anti mind particles as data of 

all information’s of the universe are stored as anti mind particles . It is the Time mind ness ( biological clock ) 

that keeps on expressing different  thoughts from this thought script (CCP) . There are four more faces  ( black 

bodies ) shown on extreme left and right floating in fire are CPs ( translating Atomic genes) . That translates the 

messages and realizes it and reacts accordingly.[1] 
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Messages From Biological world to understand B.B.B world as shown in Fig 1.2 [1]  

 

 
Fig 1.2 Parallel  teaching by participatory science [1]  

 

The  standard model not only modified rather it has been completed [11] with introduction of energized 

gravitons , primary fermions, primary bosons , Basic Building Blocks  , Mind and Tachyons as shown in  Fig1.3 

 
Fig. 1. 3 standard Model chart [11] 

 

1.2 Lord Ram as Trinity and He is Allah Ho Akbar [2]  

Know allah (tawhid and trinity) in the light of science *Dr. Das, V. M.Das Nursing Home, University Of 

God,  Fatehgarh, India *Corresponding Author Received 10th April 2015; Published 31th May 2015 
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Abstract 

It is the matter of great concern that All persons should be acquainted with First God Concept. And the concept 

is Every Thing Is Allah, Every Book Is Quran, Then All Worships Are Allah’s Worship. Conditioned 

spirituality starts with Allah and ends with Allah of this creation 

 

Q. What is Avatar (Trinity) Phenomenon? 

A. In avatar phenomenon, message of Almighty B.B.B. Yang B.B.B working as highest center of 

universe – First God of symmetry breaking phase used to come to earth to either Yang B.B.B. or Yin B.B.B. via 

first transcription message system to exhibit. His few properties by unconditioned way of working and that 

B.B.B stars working by expressing that thought as wished by Almighty B.B.B. Yang B.B.B working as highest 

center of universe – First God of symmetry breaking phase 

 

Can Kill Demons of infinite powers as Did Lord Ram (Allah) to kill Ravan etc. 

 

1.3  Who is Lord Ram  ? [3]  

 Who is Lord Ram? Whether King, Trinity or Hypothetical Legend of Some Story.  

V M Das Advanced Sciences, University Of God Das nursing Home , Fatehgarh, Farrukhabad , U.P. , India 

Corresponding Author: V M Das  

Abstract: It is the Quran that will tell who is Lord Ram . Because Only Allaha is worthy for worship . If Dr 

Swami [6] proves that Lord Ram is Creator , then only his claim to do worship at that site is true . If he says 

Allah ho Akbar By knowledge not by force or ignorance to Idol of Lord Ram , then only his claim to worship 

would be true . 
 

 
   Fig 1   Mayavi Ravan ( He has oscillation property – increase and decrease in size )  being killed by Trinity 

Ram or “Allah Ho Akbar ” 
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1.4 How Trinity appears on Earth  [3]   

 

 
Fig 2   Phenomenon of Teleportation and UPS in the mind of Almighty B.B.B ( Allahtala) in  Universe “I” 

 

Dirac equation  is illusion as  mathematics does not have thought of mind and thought of Creator . Self  

positioning system ( SPS ) in brain triggers to know our surrounding and our location . It is being used by 

animals and birds during migration or navigation on earth . Global positioning system (GPS  - computer )  helps 

us to know our location  and different place and their route on Earth . GPS does not make us to be  lost in big 

cities if we  have loaded  origin and destination in our computer . There is one more system called universe 

positioning system (UPS). Our journey did not start with fertilization of ova with sperm rather it had started 

since origin of the universe( Tachyon sea )  and our brain could predict our past and future  transformations 

before we transformed into human beings . UPS  helps to locate home of Almighty B.B.B ( Tachyons Sea ) as 

prayer reaches to Almighty B.B.B . All religions do IDOL worship of Two God particles in different ways.  

Unless brain sees idol of two God particles during worship  ( Fig 11 ) or during namaz  devotee sees home of 

Almighty B.B.B ( Allahatala  or Tachyon sea )  and structure of Tachyons  ( One Yang and many Yins ) ( Fig 2 

)  by brain , worship is incomplete Teleportation  is the phenomenon  made by Almighty B.B.B ( Creator of 

universe and Aliens   ) . As  He descends from invisible universe ( Tachyon sea ) to Earth . First , message 

comes ( first order of universe )  to Earth B.B.Bs via first transcription ( quantum entanglement ) and B.B.Bs of 

Earth transform in to any shape ( Trinity – Human beings  or Almighty B.B.B in flesh form ) and Trinity does 

such deeds that they occupy place in church and temple as idol worship . For example Lord Jesus , Lord Krishna 

or Lord Ram  etc  The theory predicts  that  when Almighty B.B.B  teleports Himself  , He ( Creator of 

universe and Aliens) could tell exactly where Aliens reside in universe “I” .  

 

1.5 Idol of Lord Ram is Alive  [4]  

Life In Idol (In Statue) Is True ( Pran Pratishtha ) And It Is By Virtue of Sleeping And Arousal Property 

of Basic Building Blocks Which Is Property of Life ( New Definition ) . Death Is Illusion . Concept of Soul 

Is Myth. “ Religion Is Lame Without Science And Science Is Blind Without Religion ” Einstein  

Dr. V M Das Das Nursing Home , Fatehgarh , India University Of God Corresponding Author: Dr. V M Das  
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Abstract: Universe is made up of God Particles or Basic Building Blocks ( Fig -1) or mind and mass . To 

Understand life ( new definition ) we have to understand sleeping and arousal phenomenon in living animals , 

plants and seed , molecules , atoms , particles and in Tachyons which are made up off two God particles . We 

are set of informations ( Code PcPs ) and that too changing ( fetus , infant , adolescence , adult , old age and 

finally death ) . Death set of informations ( code PcPs ) are different than life set of informations ( CodePcPs) . 

Life set of Informations could be recreated only by Almighty B.B.B . Hence death is illusion. In all stages of set 

of informations of particles , atoms, molecules have arousal state of mind ( Eyes open ) . Hence Idols are alive 

by virtue of arousal - sleep phenomenon property ( property of life ) of God particles ( Mind and Mass ) . Life 

effects are higher thought expressions of B.B.Bs . When these thought expressions are inhibited death thoughts 

are triggered , we observe death effects . ( autolysis of cells and rigor mortis etc ). Hence concept of soul is 

myth. Hence Life means sleep and arousal phenomenon ( new definition ) . Hence statues are alive because they 

are in arousal state of mind . ( Open eyes ) till creation exists . After the creation is over, all stages of God 

particles would come in sleeping state in symmetry phase ( close eyes –mind ) but alive ( new definition ) . 

Universe “I” is always Alive ( new definition ) whether it is in sleeping state of mind or arousal state of mind. 

Keywords: Basic Building Blocks , Mind and Mass , Atomic genetics , Atomic transcription and Translation , 

Tachyons , Religion “I” 

 

 Sleep and arousal phenomenon in Universe  “I” .  

 
Fig 3 Sleep and arousal phenomenon in Universe. State of God particles ( Sleep – Arousal Cycle  in one 

creation in different stages . Tachyons particles and particles , atoms and molecules )  of universe “I” 

 

Hence Idols never sleep as they are made up of particles,  Atoms and molecules . Idols  are set of 

informations ( Code PcPs ) and that too not changing  or  fixed  . In us,  death set of informations are different 

than life set of informations and  our set of informations could be recreated only by Almighty B.B.B . Hence 

death is illusion in us . In  Idols ,  single stage of set of information  is there and  particles , atoms, molecules  

have arousal state of mind ( Eye open )  . Hence Idols  are alive even in statue  stage  by virtue of arousal - sleep   

property ( property of life ) of God particles ( Mind  and Mass ).  ( Fig 3 )  

 

1.6 Adam’s Bridge mystery solved [5]  

Adam’s Bridge Formation ( Floating of Stones) By Virtue of Prayer Done By Lord Ram Rather than Any 

Miracle Claimed By Hindu Believers . it Was Lawlessness That Triggered By Unconditioned Thought 

Expression By First order Of Universe ( AGE By Quantum Entanglement )  

Dr. V M Das Das Nursing Home , Fatehgarh , India University Of God Corresponding Author: Dr. V M Das 

 Abstract: It is being believed that by writing word Ram on stones could make stones floating , it is Myth . 

Floating of stones while making Adam’s Bridge was a lawlessness triggered by unconditioned thought 

expressions by first order of universe leading to change in programming ( Code PcPs floating ) of gravity 

interactions which was previously programmed for sinking ( Code PcPs sinking ) by M2 . It is the mind of M2 
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that orders sinking effect when energized gravitons from M1 come and interacts with interacting surfaces of 

atoms of stones of M2 . It is science of prayer ( Atomic genetics engineering ) that underpins floating of stones 

done by Lord Ram . The phenomenon ended with end of the period of stay of Lord Ram in Shri lanka i.e. the 

reversal of programming . With the result floating stones got sunk . There are many thoughts that design the 

sinking or floating effects . There is feedback to higher centers before next thought is triggered . During 

transmutation of phenomenon of sinking to floating or vice versa , sinking thoughts get suppressed , and floating 

thoughts get triggered and vice versa . It is Almighty B.B.B , The Creator B.B.B Who was designing the 

phenomenon by request of Lord Ram by quantum entanglement . 

 Keywords: Basic Building Blocks, Atomic Genetics, Atomic Transcription and Translation, Tachyons, Atomic 

Genetic Engineering , Hoyle -Narlikar universe  

 

Strange floating stones of Rameshwaram  computation  
Some floating stones are found on the coastal regions of Rameshwaram.  These stones are similar to 

any other stone and possess the same features, physical and chemical composition like the stone you may find in 

your locality. Seeing these stones from a far distance, you may feel that this stone is made of corals but on 

physical examination, it is found that this is not a coral stone...and neither is it a pumice stone! ( Fig 4 )  

 

 
Fig 4  Strange floating stones of Rameshwaram 

 

Normal sinking stone  computation . 

Why now Ram Setu is under water because   Lawlessness and unconditioned thought expressions  that 

led to floating on water worked only for few days and when work was over   , the  unconditioned triggering 

ended and normal triggering  of  programmed thought expressions ( Code PcPs sink ) of sinking get triggered .  
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Fig 5-  Normal sinking effect of normal stones found every were 

 

How normal sinking programming  transformed into floating programming and further it reversed into 

normal sinking programming .  

Lord Ram did Prayer ( Quantum entanglement ) . The Prayer was accepted by Almighty B.B.B . At 

first sinking programming ( Code PcPs Sink )  was changed to floating programming ( Code PcPs Floating )  

and later it was again shifted to sinking programming  ( Code PcPs sink ) after few days  . It is lawlessness and it 

is unconditioned Working of nature  and it is done by First order of universe ( QuantumEntanglement ) It is 

called Atomic genetic Engineering ) . ( Fig  6 ) 

 

 
Fig 6  Ram Setu is not God’s miracle . It is by virtue of  Prayer Done by Lord Ram . 
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Fig 7  Lord Rama worshiping  Almighty B.B.B before making Adam’s bridge . There is shifting of 

Programming of Sinking to Floating and vice versa . It is lawlessness and unconditioned thought expression by 

order of Almighty B.B.B . ( Quantum Entanglement ) 

 

1.7  Quran is Shiv Puran and vice versa ( Fig  8 )  [3]  

Shiv Puran means Ardhnareshwar  or two god particles  or Mass . Geta means Mind . Quran means both Mind 

and Mass  or Allah .  

 
Fig 8   Quran is Shiv Puran and vice versa 

 

1.8  Namaz  is worship of Tachyon  which are made up of Two God particles . Its reconstruction is Lord 

Natraz . Thus uplift on ban on idol worship in all Islamic countries is ordered  by ACJ ( Fig 9 ) [3]  

Photo Depiction of Creator  as Natraz  – Allahatala – Secondary God  - Almighty B.B.B  – Smallest 

Idols of the Universe – Tachyon -  One Yang B.B.B ( Blue ) and many Yins B.B.B ( red or Flames  or Photons ) 

Prayer  reaches to Almighty B.B.B . Namaz is Idol worship Tachyon  particle  OR  Allah Ho Akbar . 

Reconstruction of Tachyon is  Lord Natraz on Earth .  Amicable solution starts with research that Namaz is Idol 

worship of Tachyon particle whose reconstruction and photo depiction is Lord Natraj who is Allah Ho Akbar. If 
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Indian Muslims respects Namaz as Idol worship then they have to put reconstruction in their Mosque and offer 

Namaz. Failing which would be considered insult and abuse to Almighty God or Allaha Ho Akbar. By order 

ACJ. 
 

 
Fig 9   Namaz is worship of Tachyon particle made or smallest idol or Two god particles .  Thus uplift on ban 

on idol worship in all Islamic countries is ordered  by ACJ 

  
SC does not know that Mosque is now essential part of Namaz as Lord Natraj is Allah Ho Akbar and 

His Idol would be put  in All Mosques of world and Namaz would be offered  before Lord Natraj as it is 

reconstruction of tachyon particle being worshipped by all Muslims. Hence 1994 case of Ismail Farrukhi where 

Mosque is not considered an essential part is to be modified now . By order ACJ 
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1. 9  Lord Ram is Avatar of Lord Natraz or Allaha ho Akbar at present He is in Tachyon Form [1]  

 
 

Fig  10  Lord Ram is Avatar of Lord Natraz or Allaha ho Akbar at present He is in Tachyon Form 

 

1.10   What is Quantum Entanglement ? [1]  

Message system of the Universe 

Before the origin of the universe [1] nature had only one type of message systems which is called 

FIRST TRANSCRIPTION. Messages ( Code PcPs )  used to go from one B.B.B. to another B.B.B. by atomic 

transcription. Messages were carried by atomic genes  ( Code PcPs ) with very very high velocity. It is the 

fundamental message system. Called Quantum Entanglement .  

After the origin of the universe, nature created atoms. It also created one more message system called 

SECOND TRANSCRIPTION. Here the message (code PcPs) are carried by photons from one atom to another 

atom with velocity of light. Thus atoms ,molecules, cells, and even individuals talk with one another  

 After the formation of the cell , nature created one more system called THIRD TRANSCRIPTION 

.Here there is a message storage system formed by DNA. There are messenger molecules called mRNA that 

carry message from DNA script to cytoplasm where the message (code PCPs)  is read or translated by ribosome 

and they work accordingly. Thus the messages reach to enzymes and hormones and finally messages reach to 

target units. Having received the messages, target units work accordingly. Finally life effects (metabolic) are 

observed. 

These three types of message systems are working in the nature. These message system are being used by the 

nature according to nature's  need. as shown in   Fig 11 
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Fig. 11  Messages system of the universe 

 

1.11  How does nature work & triggering of normal & abnormal  effects [1] 
To understand creation physics  as shown in  Fig 12 and Fig 13. . There are two types of thought 

stimulation [2] . One is CONDITIONED  THOUGHT STIMULATION  and other one is UNCONDITIONED 

THOUGHT STIMULATION. 

STIMULATION OF THOUGHT EXPRESSION --- There are two types of thought expressions one is 

CONDITIONED STIMULATION of thought expression, and other one is  self stimulation of thoughts i.e. 

UNCONDITIONED STIMULATION  of thought expression . 
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At the time of the origin of the universe, all effects got created. The cause of all effects of the universe 

is THOUGHT expression. These thought expressions were triggered by UNCONDITIONED OR SELF 

STIMULATED  WAY . It is the first step and it is followed by PROGRAMMING or formation of programmed 

messages by code PCPs. This programmed message moves from higher centers to target B.B.Bs. it is called 

INTERACTION. Having received the messages, the mind and mass of the target B.B.Bs. work in a 

synchronized way so as to produced the effects as thought by a the higher center. If the thought expression by 

higher center is normal, the shapes, properties and laws produced by target B.B.Bs. would  be normal and if the 

thought expressions are abnormal, the shapes, properties and laws would be abnormal. This is the basic concept 

of transmutation phenomenon. Finally what we observe is called EFFECT. 

Appearance of new shapes. properties and laws is called TRANSMUTATION. The first three steps are 

collectively called CCP. During transmutation process if CCP is written, it does mean that unless the thought, 

programming and interaction take place, nature cannot transmutate. Transmutation phenomenon is seen in 

particles, atoms, molecules and even in cells. The basic steps of any transmutation remain the same except that 

the thought expressions differ.   

The subatomic particle are made up of more fundamental particles called Basic Building Blocks ( 

B.B.Bs) which are made up of mind and mass. These B.B.Bs are divine in nature with the result they talk with 

each other by phenomenon called atomic transcription and translation ( thought expressions).  The triggering of 

broken symmetry is caused by atomic transcriptions. Unless the atomic transcriptions occur,  subatomic 

particles could never exhibit phenomenon of broken symmetry . So the broken symmetry is never spontaneous. It 

is being mis understood that sub atomic particles do have spontaneous activities as far as broken symmetry is 

concerned. Hence the Nobel prize physics 2008 awarded  to this work is too early to give prize.  

 

 
Fig. 12 Divine Mechanics – How Does Nature work ? 
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Fig. 13  Conditioned and Unconditioned thought expressions 

 

1.12  Message network of the Universe ( Feed Back Mechanism and different centers of the Universe )  

With the origin of universe, nature first created primary units i.e. primary fermions (gravitation) and 

primary boson, these primary units are equipped with one higher center (one B.B.B.) and rest of the B.B.Bs. are 

working as lower centers or  target B.B.Bs.[1] After primary units ,nature created secondary units i.e. secondary 
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fermions and secondary bosons. similarly nature created tertiary units (lepto-quarks) and then quaternary units 

(protons& neutrons). 

Each unit is equipped with higher centers, lower centers and target B.B.Bs. After quaternary units 

nature created atomic units, molecular units, complex molecules of life units, organelle units, cell units, tissue 

units, organ units, system units and individual units. Each unit is equipped with higher centers, lower centers, 

and target B.B.Bs. Similarly nature created satellite units, planet units, solar system units, galaxy units, super 

galaxy units, dark matter layer unit. These units are also equipped with higher centers, lower centers and target 

B.B.Bs. Thus our universe is divided into different units and each unit is equipped with higher and lower 

centers. 

 All higher centers are under control of highest center of the universe by efferent paths. This efferent 

path is made up of first transcription. Higher centers can send messages to highest center of the universe by 

afferent path or feed back path. Thus highest center of the universe is well informed about all effects of the 

universe. Messages can come from lower centers to higher centers and from higher centers to highest center of 

the universe via afferent path. The highest center of the universe can send messages to higher centers and from 

higher center to lower centers. There is an inter unit message network also which is made up of first, second and 

third  transcription   depending upon the nature's need. Thus the entire universe is under control of highest center 

of the universe. Highest center can change any programming programmed by it during pre creation era as shown 

in  Fig 14 

 

 
Fig. 14 Messages Net work of the Universe 
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1.13 Origin of the universe [6] 

ORIGIN OF THE UNIVERSE

CONTINUOUS CREATION THEORY----

HOYLE AND NARLIKAR THINK THAT NEW MATTER 

IS BEING CREATED DUE TO ' IMPLOSION' TO 

BALANCE THE EXPANSION OF THE 

UNIVERSE, WHICH ASTRONOMERS HAVE 

OBSERVED. INSIDE 'QUASI STRARS' 

GRAVITATIONAL COLLAPSES MAY FORM 

SOME MATTER IN THE UNIVERSE. THE HUGE 

LUMINOSITY AND THE RADIOEMISSION 

FROM THESE QUASI -STRARS APPEAR TO 

BE ,GRAVITY POWERED' UNLIKEORDINARY 

STARS WHICH DERIVE THEIR ENERGY FROM 

NUCLEAR REACTIONS

Hoyle – Narlikar  Universe

 
Fig. 15 Development of the Universe 

 

Before the origin of the universe, these Basic Building Blocks (B.B.Bs) as shown in  Fig-3 were in the 

form of tachyons as shown in  Fig- 15   [6]. It means that at that time the tachyons were everywhere in the 

universe. Let us look at the structure of tachyons; it is made up of one matter B.B.B. (YANG) and many energy 

(YINs) B.B.Bs. Initially out of the infinite tachyons, one became the highest center of the universe. Messages 

used to go from highest center to rest of the universe and messages could come from rest of the universe to 

highest center of the universe by atomic transcription. Thus highest center had fed its thought to rest of the 

B.B.Bs. that would take part in creation - that they would express only those thoughts to give desired effect as 

wished by the highest center of the universe. So all B.B.Bs were informed about their role before creation of the 

universe. In pre-creation era programming of the future universe was done by highest center of the universe. 

Our universe is oscillating and it is a divine universe. It means that it has a creation phase and a destruction 

phase. During creation phase tachyons break into their B.B.Bs. and from these B.B.Bs, formation of fermions 

and bosons take place as shown in  Fig 15.1. After the creation phase, destruction would start and in this phase 

all created particles would again break into their B.B.Bs and finally tachyons would form. 

At the time of origin of the universe, all the effects got created. These effects are taking of different shapes and 

appearance of properties and laws. All these effects are studied in various branches of science.  
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Fig .15.1  one creation and destruction cycle [7] 

 

With the origin of the universe, nature first created a sphere of COLD DARK MATTER (C.D.M) and 

canals in it. With the result space got created. At the other end of the canals, hot reaction started (the relics are 

back ground radiations 2.7 degree K of our hydrogen clouds). As a result hydrogen clouds and lot of 

radiations were created. The empty canals were filled by these hydrogen clouds and radiations and thus 

QUASARS appeared in the universe. Simultaneously C.D.M. layer started expanding and clouds and radiations 

kept on coming in this closed universe as shown in  Fig 15  . With the passage of time more and more C.D.M. 

layer formed, more and more quasars formed. The hydrogen cloud came in this closed universe. They started 

running towards C.D.M. layer as they were attracted by the gravity of C.D.M. layer. Those clouds, which were 

nearer, moved faster than those, which were away from CDM Layer. The HUBBLE LAW, can thus be 

explained. With some more passage of time, clouds were joined to form GMC (giant molecular clouds). Later 

by self-gravitation different proto stars, proto planets, proto satellites were formed. Finally stars became bright 

and thus bright galaxies appeared in this universe. Our universe is still in expansion phase and creation is still 

going inside quasars. It is to be remembered that highest center of the universe does not come in the visible 

universe. It keeps on receiving the messages by atomic transcription and it has power to change any 

programming programmed by it during pre-creation era.  

It is the atomic genes which constitutes mind part of reality.  Mind incorporation in physics is awaited 

as theory of every thing is not yet investigated . I have investigated theory of every thing ( ToE) and I found that 

while studying unified theory at the time of origin of the universe by Hoyle Narlikar universe , it was  mind 

reality that triggered symmetry breaking phase . It is mind reality that triggers oscillation phenomenon of the 

universe. It is the mind reality which is behind perfect cosmological principle .  There is nothing like artificial 

intelligence in the universe . These mind particles constitute intelligence of  the universe that controls the 

deterministic order of the universe.  It is the mind reality behind all effects of the universe. But this is not our 

mind rather it is mind of Almighty B.B.B (Yang B.B.B or matter B.B.B. or Male B.B.B working as Highest 

center of the universe )  . His mind could be manipulated by prayer only . as shown in figure 15.2.    
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Fig 15.2   Total scenario of Truth  Mind and Mass   

 

 

 

 

 

Higg’s 

Boson 
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1.14    Prayer message formation in brain. [1]  

 

 
Fig 16  Divine Mechanics - Prayer message formation in brain 

 

In atomic transcription and translation of prayer [8], following steps take place on Yang B.B.B – B-Bit as shown 

in   Figure 16. 

1.CP removes RM ( repressor mindness-green)  from OM ( operating mindness -orange ) thus induction of 

atomic transcription triggers.  

2.OM triggers activation of free mind particles ( black -inactivated code PCPs )  of that  thought script (magenta 

) of “o god help me ”. 

3.Free mind particles ( black -inactivated code PCPs ) get attached to anti mind particles script ( magenta one ) 

to form messenger thought script of “o god help me ”. 

4.Messenger atomic genes  ( black ) get activated by anti mind particles thought script  and further they get 

detached from anti mind particles thought script  to form activated messenger atomic genes (  activated code 

PCPs) ( magenta ) of “ o god help me ”  

5.CP carries phenomenon of splicing by translating the messenger activated atomic genes ( activated code PcPs 

)  and finally there is activated message of “ o god  help me” is formed . 

6.CP represses atomic transcription by adding RM ( green )  to OM ( orange) . Thus atomic transcription gets 

halt.  

 

Having formed the message it comes out in three forms .  

In atomic genetic engineering  ( prayer )  we use our basic power i.e. power of B.B.Bs. Our B.B.B. 

(higher center) talks with highest center of the universe by sending the message by first transcription. Till today 

nobody knows how does the brain generate thoughts. I am going to tell you  that mystery too. In the frontal lobe 

the neurons are responsible for thought generation. In the neuron there is electrical activity called pacemaker 

activity which is occurring between dendrites and the  body of the neuron. The membrane of the cell is made up 

of atoms and atom is made up of B.B.Bs. At the level of B.B.B. say thought of 'O GOD HELP ME' is 

expressed. As a result programmed messages of O GOD HELP ME (code PCPs) are formed. Out of three 

programmed messages, one is carried by atomic genes to highest center of the universe. It is called THOUGHT 
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RAY ( Quantum entanglement )  which is made up of pure atomic genes and then the message goes through 

phenomenon called first transcription. They come out from brain directly. The other two messages are carried 

by photons from nucleus of atom to electrons. Here they are  modulated on electrical activity of the cell called 

pacemaker activity. Further they are modulated on actions potentials going towards REALIZING CENTER 

situated in  brain stem (RAS) and from RAS  to   speech area situated in the frontal area. Target B.B.Bs. of the 

realizing center finally realizes thought effect of O GOD HELP ME. While from speech area message goes to 

motor cortex again via RAS and from there to vocal cords and finally it comes out as a speech effect of O GOD 

HELP ME. In layman's terminology formation of the thought ray means PRAYER as shown in   Fig  16  

 

Where Does Prayer Message go ?   

Prayer message  goes as shown in   Figure 5  to highest center of the universe via first transcription 

where it is realized and it is accepted, the highest center sends two messages to B.B.Bs working as higher center 

in cancer cell. These messages are message of inhibition of abnormal thought expression and message of 

activation of normal thought expression. Having received the messages, higher center stops expressing the 

abnormal thoughts and it starts expressing the normal thoughts. As a result, there are no more abnormal 

programmed messages and in place of that normal programmed messages are there. Now the messages have 

shifted from abnormal (5and 6) to normal (2 and 3). This shifting of thought expression is called ATOMIC 

GENETIC ENGINEERING as shown in  Figure 16.1   

The changed messages reach to target B.B.Bs. through same route. Having received the changed messages, 

target B.B.Bs. stop expressing the previous programmng and they start expressing the normal programming. As 

a result the cancer cells transmutate into normal cells. Or diseased cell gets cured [9 ] as shown in  Fig 16.1 

 

 
Fig . 16.1  A.G.E and Final stamp of success  to New Theory[9] 

 

1.1 5  Order of Almig hty B.B.B  or Modification in Article 25 of Indian Constitution  Fig 15  
 

Freedom of conscience and the right freely is Restricted as No one on this Earth Knows right knowledge as 

regard God except University of god ( UOG ). You have to profess, Practice and propagate only those thoughts 

which are taught by UOG only .  

  

1.To profess, ( admit ) - One cannot admit wrong believes as regard  GOD -  

 

 

Wrong believes -  1. God is One  
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2. God has No picture  depiction .  

3.  Idol worship is fictitious worship  at  highest consciousness .  

 

Right Believes        1. There are TWO God --or Two God Particles   

                                       -  Or Two Basic Building Blocks . 

                                2. It has Photo depiction of Male and   

                                        Female Called Stayam Shivum Sundarum  

            3.They  are  smallest Idols of The universe and Their  Idol worship persist even after 

 destruction  of the universe  

 

2.To practice ( perform worship etc) All religions do IDOL worship of Two God particles in different 

ways. Unless brain sees idol of two God particles during worship ,  worship is incomplete .  

 

3.To propagate religion  (Spread )  

 

1. Science of prayer  - Pl read Introduction 1.4 onwards   

2. Know allah (tawhid and trinity) in the light of science - V.M.Das --Know allah (tawhid and trinity) in the 

light of science, International Journal of Information Research and Review  Vol. 2, Issue, 05, pp. 711-718, 

May, 2015 
3 .  V.M.Das , Idol Worship Means Worship of Two Basic Building Blocks ( Not Set of Informations Code 

PcPs )  , The smallest Idols Of The Universe   .   Fundamental Belief Of All Religions Of The World Is Same .  

On This Fundamental Basis Secret Of Gita , Quran  and Bible is Same   . Admiring Of Almighty B.B.B Idol 

(Allahatala- Creator of All Sets Of Informations Code PcPs )  is Allaha Ho Akbar . International Journal of 

Information Research and Review Vol. 04, Issue, 09, pp 4537-4557 , September ( 2017) [10]  

 

are to be spread by all religions of the Earth  . Rest teaching of religions as regard God has been restricted by 

Almighty B.B.B  

 

Idol Worship Means Worship of Two Basic Building Blocks ( Not Set of Informations Code PcPs )  , The 

smallest Idols Of The Universe   .   Fundamental Belief Of All Religions Of The World Is Same .  On This 

Fundamental Basis Secret Of Gita , Quran  and Bible is Same   . Admiring Of Almighty B.B.B Idol ( 

Allahatala- Creator of All Sets Of Informations Code PcPs )  is Allaha Ho Akbar  [10]  

 

Abstract  

It is being believed that  Muslims do not do idol worship . It is myth . Before origin of the universe all  things 

were in form of tachyons particles which are made up of two basic building blocks – Yang and Yin  or mind and 

mass part of reality ( Not set of informations Code PcPs – Originator of all sets of informatins Code PcPs ) . To 

understand concept of idol worship we have to understand Basic Building Blocks  ( B.B.B – Mind – CCP , Code 

PcPs or set of informations   and CP and Mass -- Fig 1 ).  The Creator B.B.B or Almighty B.B.B has considered 

them  as smallest idols. Hence He has made idol picture of male and female  parallel to these B.B.Bs  Fig 1 . 

The fundamental  belief of all religions on which the base ( Main Pillars ) of all religions is stood  are  these two 

God particles and the fundamental worship is Idol worship of these two God particles . At the end of  universe 

all sciences fundamentals (shapes ,  laws, and  properties)  would be no more but religious fundamental  about 

God particles and their Idol worship would persist in form of “I” or “Satyam Shivum Sunderum ” 

Muslim do believe  that Allaha means The Creator only .  After researching 99 names of Allaha  in the light of 

science and the paper published in Journal [1] , we found that the word  Allaha means – Primary God, 

Secondary God , tertiary God , trinity , and Tawhid.  in the light of science .  His portrait  Fig 14  represents  

Tachyon particle  ( One yang B.B.B and many Yins B.B.B ) apart from  Creation and Destruction of universe 

under control of Almighty B.B.B . The admiring of this Almighty B.B.B is Allaha ho Akbar .  Worship of 

Tertiary God is also Idol worship as these are made up of smallest idol of the universe  Fig 15. Hence All 

worships are Idol worship  in this universe as all are made up of smallest idol called B.B.Bs , the true 

fundamental belief  of all religions . This belief  persists even after destruction of the universe in form of “I”  

 

1.16  New nomenclature ( Scientific ) of religious names of God [10]  

 

Gurur Brahma , Gurur Vishnu, Gurur Devo Maheshvaraha 

Guru shakshat Para Brahma, Tasmai Shri Guruve Namah 

 

OR 
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The Creator , The Operator , and The Destroyer 

The teacher that is Omniscience i.e. Having knowledge of All 

We should give respect 

And He is One - Almighty B.B.B 

 

In precreation era , Almighty B.B.B had thought what would be His  deeds (Karma)  in created universe and 

thought appeared in above mentioned quotation .i.e. He would be Creator , Operator and Destroyer of the 

universe ( Hoyle narlikar Universe ) and He would impart as omniscience teacher all eternal and universal 

knowledge to mankind . That is how He became both Almighty God and Teacher of all knowledge of our 

Universe .  

 

Simultaneously He thought His name to be popular in created universe and the name is “Allaha” . He defined 

Himself the word Allaha in 99 names . The attributes of the word Allah have been defined in His 99 names . 

The outcome of the word Allah and His attributes is – “ Every Thing Is Allah, Every Book Is Quran, Then All 

Worships Are Allah’s Worship.”  

 

The third aspect of amicable solution is secularization of God which would appear in the end of Kalyug i.e. God 

is out of religion . It is the science of Prayer that would  redefine God’s name and thus no religious names would 

be popular among scientists and thus God would be secularized . These names are – Primary God, Secondary 

God , tertiary God , trinity , and Tawhid.   

 

For example  

 
Fig 17 Scientific names of God – Primary God , Secondary God , Tertiary God , Tawhid and Trinity 

 

But  no religion discussed Primary God ( two God particles )  made up of mind and mass - the eternal 

structure or body ,  as Primary God ( Two God particles )  is the subject of research through science ,  and it 

would be researched by science only . Thus the Geeta’s secret  is the same as Quran’s secret and Bible’s secrets 

. The Geeta’s secret is – I am the origin of All . Every thing evoled from Me – 10/8  
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Answering Who  am I ?  
1.  I am the origin of All . Every thing evolved from Me. ( Two Basic Building Blocks -- made up of Mind (  

                                        CCP, Code PcPs and CP ) and Mass )  
2. I am Time .         a Psychological  arrow of time.     ( inner information s , they never die -- immortal -- even  

                                    after destruction of universe ) -- eternal reality --- CCP,        code PcPs and  CP ) 

                                  b Cosmological arrow of Time       ( Outer information s ( Code PcPs ) coming to us -   

                                      mortal - created with origin and die after destruction of the   universe -- under control                     

                                          of Almighty B.B.B )  

                                       c Thermodynamics Arrow of Time  ( Same as Cosmological arrow of Time )  

3 . I am science of self knowledge . ( Information s Code PcPs created by Almighty B.B.B that are read in 

different  

                                                       sciences and mysticism -- information s are true    or False ) 

4. I am the origin and dissolution of entire universe  . ( Almighty B.B.B - Yang B.B.B , working as highest 

center  

                                        of the universe - Prayer reaches to this B.B.B )   

5. I am Life  and death .   ( Higher thought expressions of  two B.B.Bs is Life )  

 

2.2 Defining God . God has been classified in five ways – Scientific Names  .  

 

 1. Primary God --- Two basic building blocks  

 

 2. Secondary God -- Almighty B.B.B. ( Yang working as Highest center of the universe - The creator B.B.B 

 

 3. Trinity      ( secondary God )          Avatar of Almighty B.B.B ( Almighty in flesh form on Earth ) 

 

 4. Tertiary God -  Creation ( sun moon, galaxy , creatures etc ( made up of primary God by thought of Almighty 

B.B.B)  

  

5. Tawhid -  One Absolute  I -- made up of  Infinite Tachyons -- made up of Two basic building blocks - 

symmetry phase of universe  

 

 1.17  Krishna Consciousness and Islam connection [10] 

 

Now coming to the amicable solution of Ayodhaya issue –it could be resoled by knowing in detail about 

“Science of Prayer “ and “ Know Allaha in the light of Science ) . [2]  

Order of Almighty B.B.B.( First Order of the Universe – Quantum Entanglement )  

1. Those who donot want Mosque to be built , they are insulting Primary God ( Two God particles ) .   

2. Those who donot want Idol worship of Lord Ram ( Set of informations Code PcPs ) in Mosque (Set of 

informations Code PcPs)  are insulting Allaha in Trinity form as Trinity’s worship ( Almighty B.B.B. in flesh 

form ) is Allaha’s worship.  

In such dilemma both Hindu and Muslim should equip themselves with knowledge of “ Science of Prayer “ and 

“ Know Allaha in the light of Science “  and they should reform wrong thoughts to right thoughts along with 

repent themselves and do priyashit ( self reformation ) . Because wrong knowledge keeps them apart and 

right knowledge evokes both of them ( Hindu and Muslim ) to pray Almighty B.B.B   under one roof .  

Krishna Consciousness and Islam connection  

http://b.b.bs/
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Fig 18  Trinity Lord Krishna or Secondary God or Allaha Ho Akbar – He showed God Form or Mind Reality 

 

Krishna ( Trinity – Allahatala  as Trinity – Secondary God ) Consciousness  . The meaning is that who is  

not kayal (do not admire ) of Krishna consciousness (Set of informations Code PcPs) , is Kafir ( Atheist or 

disobedient ). 

What is Islam ? Kafir hai wo jo kayal nahi islam ke .  Lam blakhai gesu mere Ghanshyam ke - Kafir hai wo jo 

kayal nahi Is-lam ke . The meaning is that who is  not kayal (do not admire ) of Krishna consciousness, is Kafir ( 

Atheist or disobedient ) .The meaning that Krishna told in Quran ( Gita ) That - I am Islam . I am Quran and I 

am Allahatala .( Set of informations Code PcPs )   

read 10/ 8  

Translation 

 
 

OR 

“ Every Thing Is Allah, Every Book Is Quran, Then All Worships Are Allah’s Worship.”[1]  

 

On this fundamental basis ( Fig 1)  by  photo depiction (Set of informations Code PcPs)  the  Ayodhaya issue is 

solved  below . 
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Fig 19 – Prediction of Theory – On the basis of Secrete of Gita and Quran are same . 

 

1.18  Islam and  Almighty B.B.B. , The Creator of Universe [10] 

Muslim do believe  that Allaha means The Creator only .  After researching 99 names , we found that 

Allaha means – Primary God, Secondary God , tertiary God , trinity , and Tawhid.  in the light of science .  This 

portrait represents  Tachyon particle  ( One yang B.B.B and many Yins B.B.B ) apart from  Creation and 

Destruction of universe under control of Almighty B.B.B . The admiring  of this Almighty B.B.B ( Allahatala ) 

is Allaha ho Akbar .  
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Fig 20   The Admiring  of Almighty B.B.B ( Allahatala) the Creator of the universe is “Allaha Ho Akbar” 

 

1.19   Islam and Worship of Tertiary God (Set of informations Code PcPs  or Allaha) is also Idol 

worship[10]  

 
Fig 21 - Worship of Tertiary God (Set of informations Code PcPs or Allaha ) is also Idol worship (as these are 

made up of smallest idols –Two God Particles. 

 

1.20  What eye sees is different ( illusion ) than what brain sees ( truth )  [10]  

What eye sees is different ( illusion ) than what brain sees ( truth )  . In science hypothesis is made and 

that hypothesis  is confirmed by observation . Two God particles hypothesis is based on observation that Super 

unification   is not proven yet . When photo depiction of two God particles is made by brain , it was  same as 

made by Almighty B.B.B thousands of year back by clue pictures given by Hindu spiritualism ( Fig 1) . what 

Idol worship (Eyes see - sculpture – statue ) is defined before the research of Two God particles  is illusion 

(Eyes see - sculpture – statue , set of informations Code PcPs )  as the real idol worship is worship of two God 

particles which constitute  big Idols (Eyes see - sculpture – statue , set of informations Code PcPs   )  ( Brain 

sees-Two God Particles – Not set of informations Code PcPs   ) . On this basis the all created units  ( sun , moon  

fire , rain ) in created universe are also worshiped as idol worship as they are made up of these two God particles 
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, Though they do not look as idol .  Same is true for idols of trinity .  ( Lord Jesus , Lord Ram etc) as idol 

concept started with idol of these trinities since two God particles idol concept was not written any where in 

books before their search by me .by science .  Big Idols worship would end with end of Universe . But Idol 

worship of B.B.Bs ( Not set of informations Code PcPs   or originator of different sets of informations Code 

PcPs ) would persist even after destruction of universe .   

 

 
Fig 22  Eyes see different ( illusion )  than what the brain sees ( Truth )   

 

universe are also worshiped as idol worship as they are made up of these two God particles ( Not Set of 

informations Code PcPs) , Though they donot look as idol .  Same is true for idol of trinity (Set of informations 

Code PcPs -- Lord Jesus , Lord Ram etc)  

 

1.21 Why Center ( Parliament India ) Could Not Make Law Purely For Ram Temple ? [12]  

Abstract 

Parliament , Supreme Court and President of India are abide by not only Constitution of India but also 

they are abide by Almighty Court Of Justice . ACJ is secularized ( out of religion ) body and it is governed by 

Almighty B.B.B , The Creator of Universe  and it runs University of God at  1/139, Talaya Lane , Fatehgarh , 

Farrukhabad , U.P. India  . Since 2014  ACJ is ruling India and Globe and not only Constitution of India has 

been modified rather all global constitutions are under ACJ . Hence no court , parliament or President of any 

country could make any law without permission of ACJ. This includes uplift on ban on idol worship in all 

Islamic  countries .  Namaz  is worship of Tachyon  Particle which are made up of Two God particles . Its 

reconstruction is Lord Natraz on Earth . SC does not know that Mosque is now essential part of Namaz as Lord 

Natraj is Allah Ho Akbar and His Idol would be put  in All Mosques of world and Namaz would be offered 

 before Lord Natraj as it is reconstruction of tachyon particle being worshipped by all Muslims. Hence 1994 

case of Ismail Farrukhi where Mosque is not considered an essential part is to be modified now . 
,   
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1.22  About Almighty B.B.B or Allah ho Akbar or Lord Natraj  

 

 
Fig 23  About Almighty B.B.B or Allah ho Akbar or Lord Natraj 

 

Amicable solution starts with research that Namaz is Idol worship of Tachyon particle whose 

reconstruction and photo depiction is Lord Natraj who is Allah Ho Akbar. If Indian Muslims respects Namaz as 

Idol worship then they have to put reconstruction in their Mosque and offer Namaz. Failing which would be 

considered insult and abuse to Almighty God or Allaha Ho Akbar. By order ACJ. 

 

1.23  What is Religion “I” ( Fig 24) [12]  

 

 
Fig 24  Religion “I” – Worship of Idols of Two God particles called “ Satyam Shivum Sundarum ” 

 

We all belong to One Spirituality or one  Religion i.e. "I"  but with different Rituals and worships 

calling it  Unification of Spirituality or Religions . Hence  teaching regarding  God in different religions  (Hindu 

,  Islam  and Christianity  etc realizations )  are  illusion.  They donot teach about Two God Particles – The Real 
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eternal God Particles .  Religion "I" means Worship of  IDOL of  Two God Particles . It Persists Even After 

Destruction Of Universe .  I am the origin of All . Every thing evolved from Me – 10/8 .  Say With Proud "I" am 

Idol of  TWO God Particles or Satyam Shivum Sundarum. All religions do IDOL worship of Two God particles 

in different ways. Unless brain sees idol of two God particles during worship , worship is incomplete  ( Fig 24) . 

The third aspect of amicable solution is secularization of God which would appear in the end of Kalyug i.e. 

God is out of religion . It is the science of Prayer that would  redefine God’s name and thus no religious names 

would be popular among scientists and thus God would be secularized . These names are – Primary God, 

Secondary God , tertiary God , trinity , and Tawhid.   

 

Structure  

2.1. Flaws  in arguments given by Advocate Dhavan. Mensrea of crime is omitted by SC 
 

https://youtu.be/2v7-v81zcyA 

 

1. It is spiritual debate or issue  means related with Allah and Allah Ho Akbar . Hence materialization of 

Allah is must . Without this namaz is meaningless.  

2. On materialization of Allah or Allah ho Akbar  you would find Allah means two God particles and their 

photodepiction is ardhnareshwar or satyam shivam sundaram or smallest idols of universe and their 

reconstruction on Earth is Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar or Creator bbb.  

3. By knowing science of prayer we found that namaz is idol worship of tachyon particle which are made up of 

two God particles and their photodepiction is ardhnareshwar or satyam shivam sundaram or smallest idols of 

universe and their reconstruction on Earth is Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar.  

4. Quran has not been quoted as regard its secret and the secret is Everything is Allah every book is Quran and 

all worships are Allah's worship.  Means on investigating 99 names of Allah you would find Allah means two 

God particles or primary god .Allah means  Secondarily god or Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar or Creator bbb.  

And Allah means tertiary god or Creation or visible universe . 

5. Secondary God or Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar takes Avarar or reincarnation  when ADHARMA exceeds 

on Earth.   

6. During  reincarnation  or avatar message comes to BBB or tertiary God and tertiary God transform into 

Secondary God or Trinity  or Almighty God on Earth in any form . In kalyug idol avatar called nar Narayan 

avatar REPEATED took place on 22-23 Dec 1949.in middle gummed of Babri mosque the new birth place of 

Lord Ram in Kalyug . 

7. ADHARMA  should also be defined in this dispute as Baber invaded India with intention to spread illusive 

Islam of Mohammad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship.  This movement 

called Islamic jihad. By virtue of this ADHARMA mandir was demolished and mosque was built in 1528. 

8.  Rule of Law of any court is not only to decide title suit but also to see MENS REA OF CRIME.  

9. The followers of illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol 

worship are indulged in islamic jihad and by virtue of this all are criminals as mens rea of Crime is essential part 

of crime like illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship 

means Islamic jihad.  

10. Hence SC should not give muslim paksh any relief rather they should be punished to follow Hynes crime of 

illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship by virtue of 

Mensrea of crime found in Illusive Islam all over world . 56 countries have banned idol worship and they 

support and give funding to other muslims to encourage Islamic jihad which is now ANTI QURAN 

MOVEMENT --2019 

11. DR Advocate Dhavan being hindu is also a criminal mind ed  man as he is advocating  illusive Islam of 

Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship and his behaviour is in favour 

of Mensrea of crime . He should be immediately made  arrest and send to jail . 

12. Apart from title suit Mens rea of crime is first act to be judged by SC .  

13 . if criminals or muslim paksh be tolerated and SC have sympathies with them ,  then the day will come when 

islamic jihad would kill all idol worship lover or Truth or Dharam and ADHARMA WILL RULE THE 

WORLD . 

 

2.2  Sunni waqf board believes Ram Chabutra being Ram Birth place in Dwaper Yug  

 

No.  

 

The memory of first reincarnation or birth place of Trinity Lord Ram is registered in His second reincarnation as 

Nar Narayan avatar REPEATED that took birth on 22 -23 Dec 1949 in middle gummed of Babri mosque.  

https://youtu.be/2v7-v81zcyA
http://1949.in/
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Hence there is no need to believe about His birth place as it is not yet confirmed by Nar Narayan avatar 

REPEATED by Almighty God or Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar as Ram lalla virajman who transformed from 

tertiary god to secondary god on 22 -23 Dec 1949 in middle gummed of Babri mosque HIS new Birth 

place in kalyug . 
.  

 
Fig 25  Allah ho Akbar as Ram lalla virajman who transformed from tertiary god to secondary god on 22 -23 

Dec 1949 in middle gummed of Babri mosque HIS new Birth place in kalyug . 
 

2.3 They should see birth place of second Nar Narayan avatar REPEATED on 22-23 Dec 1949 in middle 

gummed of Babri mosque.rathar than first incarnation in Dwaper yug  

 

https://youtu.be/qTcqCy94Czs 
 
About 7000 years back Lord Ram teleported from invisible universe as Trinity Lord Ram in Ayodhaya . This is 

power of Almighty God or Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar to decent on Earth in human form to protect Dharam 

and to eradicate ADHARMA that was in many forms those days . This is called birth ie reincarnation by Lord 

Ram or Lord of Universe or Allah ho Akbar. The message came to BBB  of Kaushalya and in womb fetus 

https://youtu.be/qTcqCy94Czs
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transformed into Trinity Lord Ram It was Human Avatar of Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar as Trinity Lord 

Ram. Now again Lord Natraz  or Allah ho Akbar reincarnated as Nar Narayan avatar REPEATED in kalyug on 

22 -23 Dec 1949 in middle gummed of Babri mosque as idol avatar of Ram lalla virajman.  Message came from 

From Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar from invisible universe into BBB of Idol of Ram and virajman and idol 

transformed with power of Nar Narayan avatar.  In reincarnation BBBs of Earth get transformed as Trinity 

means ALMIGHTY GOD  on Earth as well as in invisible universe as Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar in 

tachyon particle form .22- 23 Dec and middle gummed of Babri mosque is birth place of Nar Narayan avatar 

REPEATED of Lord Ram.   

The memory of  birth place in  dwaper   yug  is not  important and also with the passage of time 

it fades in historian minds but it exists in memory of Nar Narayan avatar REPEATED.  In kalyug .Now 

the birth place of second reincarnation of Almighty God Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar that took place on 22-23 

Dec 1949 in middle gummed of Babri mosque is only meaningful birth place because now the Adharm is 

illusive Islam that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship .Means all idols of world are 

under threat. Baber invaded India to spread illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and 

kills those who do idol worship.  

Nar Narayan avatar REPEATED in kalyug in middle gummed of Babri mosque gives the message to 

all world that He is Idol Avatar of Allah ho Akbar and it is written in Quran also .that Allah means two God 

particles and their photodepiction is ardhnareshwar or satyam shivam sundaram or smallest idols of universe and 

their reconstruction on Earth is Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar.  Hence offer namaz before Him or idol avatar of 

Lord Ram.  

But muslims follow illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who 

do idol worship.  Hence FIR  was filed against Ram lalla virajman and the word conspiracy is used against 

materialize of Allah ho Akbar and Allah. Three times Allah was written mosque means Allah would come as 

idol avatar as Ram lalla virajman to eradicate Adham spread by Babar that of illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib 

that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship. Scince 1400 years were given to illusive Islam 

of Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship to flourish and that now it is 

over.  

Now Qyamat  has started and day of judgement days is also started from 2019 6th August onwards in 

SC . During these periods Adharmies would be punished means those who obey illusive Islam of Mohamad 

Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship because in the court of law mans rea of 

crime is seen . That comes against Babar who did crime by demolitioing Mandir and spread illusive Islam of 

Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship.   

It is ANTI QURAN MOVEMENT  started 1400 years back from Arab and ended at Ayodhaya 2019. 

SC as well as Mr Advocate Dhavan are unnecessary searching evidence regarding actual birth place of Duaper 

yug avatar which is not needed .  They should see birth place of second Nar Narayan avatar REPEATED 

on 22-23 Dec 1949 in middle gummed of Babri mosque.  Dodging court and asking irrelevant questions by 

Advocate Dhavan is not good vakalat and misguiding  the SC . He is Hindu and if he has respect to Lord 

Ram then he should  well acquainted with Avatars and their purpose . He and SC are  ignorant of the fact that 

Allah ho Akbar means Lord Natraz or Ram lalla virajman is His Avatar .  

Hence SC is still in dark and unless truth prevails in SC, justice could not be reached .  Hence know 

science of prayer and know Allah in the light of science is necessary knowledge to be imparted by  UOG  before 

18 Oct 2019.  Order of Almighty God or Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar.  Send summon sakshi to Lord Natraz 

or Allah ho Akbar to His new Dham UOG 1/139 , Talayalane Fatehgarh Farrukhabad up. Failing which would 

be crime and all judges and advocate would be sent jail without FIR . 

 

2.4 What is Mens rea of crime ? Or Guilty Mind . 

That the defendant committed the offence with a culpable state of mind .Mensrea  refers to the intent with which 

the defendant acted  when committing his criminal act . Out of seven elements of crime mens rea is one of them 

. It is necessary element of crime . In UK mens rea is guilty act  actus reus plus guilty mind  Mental state , 

conduct , concurrence and causation – four elements of crime.  

Illusive Islam of Mohammad Sahib That prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship is ANTI 

QURAN MOVEMENT started by 1400 years ago by  Khalifas  of Arab and  it is ADHARMA . Or It is 

CRIME in court of Law .  

https://youtu.be/zR8s7qvowac 

It is not legal suit rather it is also based on dharama and Adharma since 1400 years. Baber invaded india to 

spread illusive Islam of Mohammad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship.  It is 

ADHARMA.  This ADHARMA is not order of Allah ho Akbar  according to Quran.  Hence demolition of 

Mandir and idols by Babar is not by order of Almighty God or Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar.  Hence it is 

ADHARMA.   SC should not consider muslim  paksh a genuine   wadi being follower of illusive Islam of 

https://youtu.be/zR8s7qvowac
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Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship.  Called islamic jihad which is 

spreading world wide . An anti Quran movement.   Truth should prevail in SC  regarding ALLAH and Allah ho 

Akbar by knowing science of prayer and know Allah in the light of science.   

2. 

 https://youtu.be/2N1Fzjc-ZkY 

Yes , Karva ata gaya and hindustan ban ta gaya . 

The last Karva is Nar Narayan avatar of Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar on 22 23 Dec1949 in middle  gummed 

of Babri mosque. The owner of Universe has right of swambhu and niyaik vayakti and not only His right on 

ownership on land but also He dissolves All laws including islamic laws by virtue of Allah ho Akbar or Lord 

Ram  

 

2.5  SC and HC both are found erroneous to decide  structural configuration of Madir and Mosque on 

their archeological survey .  

 

https://youtu.be/jKO7Y87uVYs 

 

To call mosque a disputed structure by Hindu paksh or HC  and to call destroyed temple a no temple is wrong 

understanding by muslim paksh  Under such dilemma , there are 3 things that decide about integrity of worship 

places in world . If these three things are not found then worship place is meaning less . 

1. Deity identity or idols 2. Type of prayer 3. A building to place deity and to give shelter to Him . 

In Arti all three things are identified . But in Namaz only two things are identified.  

Materlization of Allah is absent. Hence unless Allah is Materlized , Offering namaz is meaningless and their 

right to execute to offer namaz is meaning less  Now with researchs  published in international journals 75 

papers by participatory science it has been found that in namaz they worship tachyon particle which are made up 

of two God particles and their photodepiction is ardhnareshwar or satyam shivam sundaram or smallest idols of 

universe and their reconstruction on Earth is Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar.  Now illusive Islam of Mohamad 

Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship and they believe that Allah is faceless and 

idolless identity.  Under such circumstances either SC should understand science of prayer and know Allah in 

the light of science  or All muslims have lost to offer namaz any where in world as it is idol worship. And 

against believes of illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol 

worship.  

 

Conclusion  

1. Materlization of Allah and Allah ho Akbar is must before muslims offer namaz any where in world.  2. Those 

who follow illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship 

abuses Allah and Allah ho Akbar of Akbar or Lord Natraz.  Means ADHARMA  3. Unless Materlization 

of Allah and uplift of ban on  idol worship in 56 islamic countries is over , and to put idol of Lord Natraz in All 

Mosques of world and offer namaz before it , SC could not even entertain muslim paksh with default status 

of deity .  

 

2.6   Worshiping Shiv LING  means worshiping Allah of Quran  or I of Geeta . 

 

: https://youtu.be/BdU3qP5EYoY 

 

https://youtu.be/2N1Fzjc-ZkY
https://youtu.be/jKO7Y87uVYs
https://youtu.be/BdU3qP5EYoY
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Fig 26  Worshiping Shiv LING ( male and Female )   means worshiping Allah of Quran  or I of Geeta or 

worship of Two God Particles 

 

See photo of God particles.  It is Satyam shivam sundaram or I of GEETA and Allaha of Quran . Or 

Primary Gods of partcle physics . These two God  particles are eternity and these  transform to form visible and 

in visible universe .Shiv Ling represents male and female God particles .Hence Worshiping Shiv LING  means 

worshiping Allah of Quran  or I of Geeta .Quran is Shiv puran means about two God particles or ardhnareshwar 

or satyam shivam sundaram or smallest idols of universe.  Secret of Quran is Everything is Allah every book is 

Quran and all worships are Allah's worship.  

 

Or  Allah hi Satyam  Allah hi Shivam  Allah hi Sundaram  

Or Allah means idol worship of Two God partcles. Every unit is made up of these two God particles means 

Allah. Means idol worship.of SUN MOON etc though they are not idols . Illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that 

prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship is ADHARMA. Or against  Quran.  Jago sone walo . 

Means know science of prayer and know Allah in the light of science.  

 

2.7 Advocate Dhavan is pleading  and defending those who abuse Almighty God or Lord Natraz or Allah 

ho Akbar  

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1150889058434879&id=637161189807671&sfnsn=scwsctacwa

&d=w&vh=e&funlid=mujMbKzBtYZ0f0TA 

https://www.facebook.com/100001559916273/posts/2820918801303423/?sfnsn=scwsctacmo&d=n&vh=e 

 

Advocate Dhavan is pleading  and defending those who abuse Almighty God or Lord Natraz or Allah 

ho Akbar and who follow illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do 

idol worship  means islamic jihad.   See how truth is opened in court by Jolly LLB 2.Mind it demolishing of 

mandir by Baber was ADHARMA as he was spreading illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol 

worship and kills those who do idol worship. Demolishing of Barbari mosque was DHARAM  as All mosques 

of world represent illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol 

worship.  In 56 Islamic countries there is ban on idol worship . It is Adharm and either all mosques that donot 

put  idol of Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar and offer namaz would be demolished including KABA or all 

Muslims would learn science of prayer and know Allah in the light of science to reform illusive Islam of 

Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship.  

Mr Advocate Dhavan to whom you are pleading are not only ADHARMA but also they are full of 

ignorance and Hatredness against  idol worship and kills those who do idol worship called Islamic jihad. And 

thus they insult and abuse Almighty God or Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar or Creator bbb to whom they 

worship in Namaz . Namaz is idol worship of tachyon particle which are made up of two God particles or 

ardhnareshwar or satyam shivam sundaram and their photodepiction is ardhnareshwar and their reconstruction 

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1150889058434879&id=637161189807671&sfnsn=scwsctacwa&d=w&vh=e&funlid=mujMbKzBtYZ0f0TA
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1150889058434879&id=637161189807671&sfnsn=scwsctacwa&d=w&vh=e&funlid=mujMbKzBtYZ0f0TA
https://www.facebook.com/100001559916273/posts/2820918801303423/?sfnsn=scwsctacmo&d=n&vh=e
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on Earth is Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar.  In future even if you are caught in riots , they would not spare you 

like killing of Kashmiri pandit in 1990 massacre in Kashmir . Better you shift the proceeding to ACJ by sending 

summon sakshi to Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar at His new Dham 1/139 Talayalane Fatehgarh Farrukhabad , 

UP, 209601  and keep yourself aside . 

 

2.8 Reforms in Islam are  must as 1400 years have passed . 
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1150889058434879&id=637161189807671&sfnsn=scw
sctacwa&d=w&vh=e&funlid=mujMbKzBtYZ0f0TA 
 

Reforms in islam are  must as 1400 years have passed . Reforms are  Know Science of Prayer And Know Allah 

in the light of science . Reforms in Islam are  must as 1400 years have passed .Reforms are  Know Science of 

Prayer And Know allah in the light of science . Click references below .Unless reforms are triggered , SC could 

not give the Verdicts on Ayodhaya dispute , It is misconduct and Judges would be sent jail whether  FIR is 

lodged  or not .  

 
2.9 Advocate Dhavan is right that mosque was demolished to quash the evidences of being mosque .  

 
https://youtu.be/IEehSQRuSNw 

https://youtu.be/KGLjlws0T6c 

https://youtu.be/2dkdV2suNDY 

Advocate Dhavan is right that mosque was demolished to quash the evidences of being mosque . Similarly 

Babar did and when excavations were done despite of quashing evidences of mandir lot of evidences did 

find  that too in favour of mandir .  

 

Conclusion  
Demolition of mandir by Baber was ADHARMA because he was spreading illusive Islam of Mohamad 

Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship. Demolition of mosque was Dharam as 

ACCORDING TO Quran Allah is  not  faceless and idolless identity or He is two god particles whose photo 

depiction is ardhnareshwar or satyam shivam sundaram or smallest idols of universe. Lord  Natraz or Allah ho 

Akbar takes responsibility that demolition of both Mandir and Mosque were done by HIS wish and order. Lord  

Natraz, Creator of universe is Alive in tachyon form . He used to send His order by Quantum Entanglement to 

University of God at 1/139 Talayalane Fatehgarh Farrukhabad UP. Hence He is MasterMind of demolition of 

both Mandir and Masjit .  Persons who have been charged and found guilty are innocent in both the cases in the 

eyes of Almighty God  . Because 1400 years are give to illusive Islam to spread ADHARMA or Islamic 

jihad. Now 1400 years have passed . Now spreading illusive Islam is CRIME.  

 

2. Win Win Situation  
Secreat of Quran is Everything is Allah every book is Quran and all worships are Allah's 

worship. Allah means two God particles or ardhnareshwar or satyam shivam sundaram.. Means  if you 

investigate 99 names of Allah you would find Allah is not faceless or idolless. Ignorance  and Hat redness is 

making both muslims and hindus sinner .Two God particles means I of Geeta means I am the origin of all 

every thing evolved from me 10/8 Gita. Allah of Quran and I of Geeta means two God particles or 

ardhnareshwar or satyam shivam sundaram or smallest idols of universe and their photodepiction is 

ardhnareshwar..Muslims should concentrate in the word Allah means two God particles. Hindus should 

concentrate in I of Geeta means two God particles. Mandir and Mosque are made up of two God particles.  

Hence ignorance and Hatredness could be overcome by this knowledge .Now putting idol of Lord Natraz or 

Allah ho Akbar as it is worshiped in namaz should be put in Kash disputed  mosque and offer namaz .and His 

avatar Lord Krishna should be put in Mathura disputed  Mosque These reforms would enlightened hindu and 

muslims and would reduce ignorance and Hatredness  and bring amicable solution of all disputes . 

2.10   A dog understands and recognizes his master voice but KAFIR  Dhavan and Muslims could not 

understand Nar Narayan avatar REPEATED on 23 Dec 1949 

https://youtu.be/vZIYt76cF6Y 

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1150889058434879&id=637161189807671&sfnsn=scwsctacwa&d=w&vh=e&funlid=mujMbKzBtYZ0f0TA
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1150889058434879&id=637161189807671&sfnsn=scwsctacwa&d=w&vh=e&funlid=mujMbKzBtYZ0f0TA
https://youtu.be/IEehSQRuSNw
https://youtu.be/KGLjlws0T6c
https://youtu.be/2dkdV2suNDY
https://youtu.be/vZIYt76cF6Y
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Fig 27 A dog understands and recognizes his master voice but KAFIR  Dhavan and Muslims could not 

understand Nar Narayan avatar REPEATED on 23 Dec 1949 
 

A dog understands and recognizes his master voice but KAFIR  Dhavan and Muslims could not 

understand Nar Narayan avatar REPEATED on 23 Dec 1949 in middle gummed of Babri mosque who is 

Almighty God or Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar descended as Trinity Lord Ram now 70 years of age . Rather 

they call it conspiracy.  What is trinity or Almighty God or Secondary God or Allah ho Akbar on Earth . 
Normally idols are tertiary God . But message of Almighty God or Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar or 

Creator bbb or tachyon particle which is worshiped by muslims during namaz sends message via quantum 

entanglement to BBB of Ram lalla virajman on 22- 23 Dec 1949 and having received the message Ram lalla 

idol becomes Secondary God or Lord Ram or Allah ho Akbar and thus transformation in idol took place .  This 

transformation is also called Birth of Trinity and the place is middle gummed of Babri mosque as Nar Narayan 

avatar in kalyug.  Hence Ram lalla virajman who is Allah ho Akbar is now owner of not only disputed land but 

also owner of Globe  . It is Ownership Law 1949 .  All laws of ownership before and after are 

meaningless.  Hence Babarnama  etc to discuss is meaningless.  

 

2.11  Amicable Solution of Ayodhaya , Kashi and Mathura is To eradicate ignorance and heartedness by 

knowing Allah of Quran and “ I ”  of Geeta  

A dog understands and recognizes his master voice but KAFIR  Dhavan and Muslims could not understand Nar 

Narayan avatar REPEATED on 23 Dec 1949 in middle gummed of Babri mosque who is Almighty God or Lord 

Natraz or Allah ho Akbar descended as Trinity Lord Ram now 70 years of age . Rather they call it conspiracy.  

  

 
: Fig 28  Amicable Solution of Ayodhaya , Kashi and Mathura is To eradicate ignorance and heartedness by 

knowing Allah of Quran and “ I ”  of Geeta 

https://youtu.be/IEehSQRuSNw 

https://youtu.be/IEehSQRuSNw
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Secret of Quran is Everything is Allah every book is Quran and all worships are Allah's worship.  Allah 

means two God particles or ardhnareshwar or satyam shivam sundaram.. Means  if you investigate 99 names of 

Allah you would find Allah is not faceless or idolless. Ignorance and Hat redness is making both Muslims and 

hindus sinner .Two God particles means  “I “ of Geeta means I am the origin of all every thing evolved from me 

10/8 Gita. Allah of Quran and I of Geeta means two God particles or ardhnareshwar or satyam shivam sundaram 

or smallest idols of universe and their photodepiction is ardhnareshwar..Muslims should concentrate in the word 

Allah means two God particles. Hindus should concentrate in I of Geeta means two God particles. Mandir and 

Mosque are made up of two God particles.  Hence ignorance and Hatredness could be overcome by this 

knowledge .Now putting idol of Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar as it is worshiped in namaz should be put in 

Kash disputed  mosque and offer namaz .and His avatar Lord Krishna should be put in Mathura disputed  

Mosque These reforms would enlighten   hindu and muslims and would reduce ignorance and Hatredness  and 

bring amicable solution of all disputes .( Fig 28, Fig 29 )  

 

 
Fig 29 Quran is Shiv Puran and Vice Versa  

 

2.12  Different Laws to imposed in Ayodhaya Dispute . Apart from title suit Mens rea of crime is first act 

to be judged by SC .  

: https://youtu.be/AGVf2ISvGEA 

Advocate Dhavan is afraid of the consequences of arguments and thereby legal out come . Hence he is twisting 

law that is in favour of Ram lalla that is  

1. Limitation law   of filing sue  by Sunni waqf board.  

2. Niyaik vayakti law    by all idols of world against to prohibit idol worship.  

3 adverse possession law .by Nayaik vayakti idols as they are living legend . 

4. Nar Narayan avatar or Trinity law. By Ram lalla on 23 Dec 1949 in middle gummed of Babri mosque  

5. Namaz being idol worship Law .Namaz is worship of tachyon particle which are made up of two God 

particles and they are smallest idols and their photodepiction is ardhnareshwar or Satyam Shivam Sundaram or 

their reconstruction on Earth is Lord Natraz.  

6  Ownership law 1949 by Allah ho Akbar .or Ram Lalla that disputed land as well as entire globe ownership 

belongs to a lord Ram who is Allah ho Akbar..   

7 Fight against Adharma law    ie illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those 

who do idol worship.  

8. Delete Law of ADHARMA   that if followers of illusive Islam do not put idol of Lord Natraz in all mosques 

of world and offer namaz before idol of Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar, and up lift on ban on idol worship in 56 

islamic countries is not obeyed , Delete law will be imposed . 

9. Religion I law . Leave illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do 

idol worship and join Religion I or true Islam.  

10. FIR law      that if lawlessness prevails in SC that all five judges donot follow above laws and they donot 

send summon sakshi to Lord Ram at UOG 1/139 Talayalane Fatehgarh Farrukhabad UP   , then FIR would be 

filed by ACJ against them and they would be sent jail.  

https://youtu.be/AGVf2ISvGEA
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11. Truth law  in SC   --  if truth does not prevail by not knowing science of prayer and know Allah in the light 

of science  , the proceedings are meaningless and SC is incompetent to issue directions in Ayodhya dispute.  

12 Mensrea of Crime Law . That should be also seen by SC as illusive islam of Mohammad sahib that 

prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship. It is Anti Quran Movement and SC should not give 

relief to muslim paksh in any form as in 56 countries ban on idol worship persists means against Allah ( Primary 

God ) or Allah ho Akbar ( Secondary God ) as both are idols ( God Particles ). 

13 Islamic  Laws on Anti Quran Act  and Anti Quran Movement means illusive islam of mohammad sahib that 

prohibits idolworship and kills those who do idol worship  means islamic Jihad  It is equal to apostasy , shirk etc 

and the penalty is death .  

2.13 All Idols of World are Nayaik Vayakti or Wadi  and have right to file sue   or  FIR against Adharma 

ie  Illusive Islam of Mohammad sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship .  

https://youtu.be/uEL-lLNQfjc 

 

Rejoinder statements of Ram lalla virazman are that the disputed site where He is born as Nar Narayan 

avatar in Kalyug is 23 Dec 1949 is middle of gummed of Babri Mosque  and FIR is the proof . Now to 

understand the phenomenon of reincarnation as Nar Narayan avatar in RAM LALLA VIRAJMAN  is that  

message comes via quantum entanglement to BBB of idol of Ram lalla virajman from Highest center of 

universe and it works as TRINITY  and it starts sending messages to Nar means Dr VM Das to follow orders by 

quantum entanglement. Order is , SC IS INCOMPETENT  to give his verdict in Ayodhaya dispute and  

proceedings are meaningless as statements of Ram lalla virajman is not yet recorded . Ram lalla virajman enjoys  

being wadi  or He is Nayaik vayakti and HIS RIGHT TO PUT HIS PAKSH is meaningful. Idols or Lord 

Krishna of Mathur  becomes wadi or niyaik vayakti only when He feels to file sue  or FIR against ADHARMA 

ie against illusive Islam of Mohammad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol 

worship. All idols of world are wadi or nayaik vayakti when it comes to stand against illusive Islam of 

Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship. Ram lalla virajman who is 

avatar of Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar is only owner of disputed land and there is no need to discuss about 

any thing as the word Allah is written in mosque . and waqf property means ALLAH 'S   PROPERTY  

 

2-14  Smriti  written in book about how Babar triggered demolishing Ram Janma Bhomi in Ayodhaya  

 

..  

 

https://youtu.be/uEL-lLNQfjc
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This book tells about few SMRITI of those days when Babar invaded india and spread illusive Islam of 

Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship.  It is ADHARMA by virtue of 

Mensrea of Crime  and ANTI QURAN MOVEMENT as Allah means two God particles or ardhnareshwar or 

satyam shivam sundaram or smallest idols of universe  and  islamic law states that Anti quran Act is called 

Apostasy means if one goes against Quran the penalty is Death . 56 islamic countries where there is ban on idol 

worship ( Anti Quran act) and they support , give funds and encourage islamic zehad follow illusive Islam of 

Mohamad means ANTI QURAN MOVEMENT  is similar to apostasy   or SHIKR of islamic act and the penalty 

is  DEATH .Hence all muslims are found guilty of believing illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol 

worship and kills those who do idol worship.. . Means they are indulged in crime called Apostasy or Shikr 

according to islamic law and the penalty is death . 

Apart from being guilty by  islamic law , all muslims are found to have MENSREA OF CRIME  in any 

court of law being follower of illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who 

do idol worship called islamic jihad.  SC should not make Ayodhaya dispute a title suit only rather SC  should 

evaluate illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib on Mens rea of crime and Anti Quran MOVEMENT and Anti Quran 

act and the penalty in both hyenas    crime   is Death .   

ACJ orders  1. to have STATUSQUO  OF HC JUDGEMENT 2010  and  start REFORMS in illusive 

islam of Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship to know science of 

prayer and know Allah in the light of science all over india and abroad .2. To put idol of Lord Natraz or Allah 

ho Akbar in all mosques of world as nnam is idol worship of tachyon particle which are made up of two God 

particles and their photodepiction is ardhnareshwar or satyam shivam sundaram or smallest idols of universe and 

prayer reaches to Him and their reconstruction on Earth is Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar. If SC does not obey 

orders of ACJ , it is ADHARMA and misconduct and penalty is to send them jail .  

 

2.15 Such stories are meaningless when it comes to illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol 

worship and kills those who do idol worship means Islamic jihad.  

 
https://youtu.be/gK1_QmHmo5Y 
 
VID-20190916-WA0027.mp4 
  
(1,680K) 
Such stories are meaningless when it comes to illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and 

kills those who do idol worship means Islamic jihad.  Pl see how islamic jihad is being funded and spreading . 

Islamic jihad abuses Allah and Allah ho Akbar or Lord Natraz or Creator bbb or secondary God or Lord Ram 

who is avatar of Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar or Creator bbb or secondary God or Trinity in Ayodhaya 

dispute.  See in 1990 in Kashmir, it is islamic jihad that worked against Kashmiri pandit . Pl see what is 

KHILAFAT . What they are taught in Madarsa against non muslims .  Illusive Islam has two faces .One is 

illusive that brings peace like above stories and other one is demons face the real face of illiteracy and 

heartedness for nonmuslims that is Islamic jihad of Mohamad.  Mr Advocate Dhavan  follows illusive Islam of 

Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship  Hence Mr Advocate Dhavan 

could not see Nar Narayan avatar REPEATED of Lord Ram on 23 Dec 1949 and he calls it conspiracy .  If 

muslims who do idol worship in namaz and who donot recognize Allah and Allaha ho Akbar in idol of Lord 

Ram who is avatar of Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar and they donot put idol of Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar 

in all mosques of India , the entire KOM would be deleted from Earth if Almighty God or Lord Natraz or Allah 

ho Akbar or Lord Ram does think that it is His mistake to created followers of illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib 

that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship.   Time to know science of prayer and know 

Allah in the light of science and love Nar Narayan avatar REPEATED of Allah ho Akbar or Lord Natraz 

or Creator bbb that are worshiped during namaz.  Or Natraz is idol worship of tachyon particle which are made 

up of two God particles and they are smallest idols of universe and their photodepiction is ardhnareshwar or 

satyam shivam sundaram or their reconstruction on Earth is Lord Natraz or Creator bbb or Lord Ram as Nar 

Narayan avatar REPEATED in 23 Dec 1949.in middle gummed of Babri Mosque .   

 

https://youtu.be/gK1_QmHmo5Y
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=abb3937d01&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-a:r-2153211509472226326&th=16d4563773ff041f&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=16d45634bc27ee6a4f1
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=abb3937d01&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-a:r-2153211509472226326&th=16d4563773ff041f&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=16d45634bc27ee6a4f1
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=abb3937d01&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-a:r-2153211509472226326&th=16d4563773ff041f&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=16d45634bc27ee6a4f1
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=abb3937d01&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-a:r-2153211509472226326&th=16d4563773ff041f&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=16d45634bc27ee6a4f1
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=abb3937d01&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-a:r-2153211509472226326&th=16d4563773ff041f&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=16d45634bc27ee6a4f1
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Fig 30  1528 - 1885 – 1992 – 2010 -2019 --  Spreading of Illusive Islam in India  means prohibit idol worship 

and kill those who do idol worship. or Adharma and Mr Dhavan wants to spread it and by virtue of this mensrea  

of crime  ( Guilty thought) he is terrorist   
 

2.16  It is equal to apostasy and penalty  for abusing Allah or Allah Ho Akbar or any Anti Quran Act in 

Islamic Law is DEATH .  
Islamic Jihad is Anti Quran Movement 56 Countries are involved in it by supporting , funding and 

by encouraging . Hence all Muslims are indulged in this hyena’s crime and by virtue of Mensrea of Crime 

all are Criminal that follow illusive islam of Mohammad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those 

who do idol worship.   

https://youtu.be/2N1Fzjc-ZkY 

WHAT does islamic law say about a man who abuses Allah or Allah ho Akbar ( Anti Quran ) ? What does 

islamic law say about an act against Quran like Islamic jihad means that kills people who do idol worship? Or 

Illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship means abusing Allah and Allah ho Akbar as Allah 

is two God particles and their photodepiction is ardhnareshwar or satyam shivam sundaram and they are 

smallest idols of universe . Or Illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that kills those who do idol worship means a 

movement against Quran .or ANTI QURAN MOVEMENT. Ans -  The penalty for apostasy ( Anti Quran ) 

 in Islamic law is death [16] . Now  All muslims who follow illusive islam of Mohammad Sahib that prohibits 

idol worship means abusing Allah and Allah ho Akbar as Allah is two God particles and their photodepiction is 

ardhnareshwar or satyam shivam sundaram and they are smallest idols of universe . Or Illusive Islam of 

Mohamad Sahib that kills those who do idol worship means a movement against Quran .or ANTI QURAN 

MOVEMENT , the punishment is Death. . It is equal to apostasy and penalty  for abusing Allah or Allah Ho 

Akbar or any Anti Quran Act in Islamic Law is DEATH . Yes , Karva ata gaya and hindustan ban ta gaya .The 

last Karva is Nar Narayan avatar of Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar on 22 23 Dec1949 in middle  gummed of 

Babri mosque. The owner of Universe has right of swambhu and niyaik vayakti and not only His right on 

ownership on land but also He dissolves All laws including islamic laws  ( Shirk – Islam [17] ) by virtue of 

Allah ho Akbar or Lord Ram 

2.17 How to get rid of Islamic Jihad .  

How to get rid of Islamic Jihad of Mohammad Sahib Pak Media  

 

 

VID-20190926-WA0033.mp4 

  

(1,680K) 
 

 

 

Four Islamic Fiker pillars taught in madarsa.   

 

1. Apostasy means Anti Quran act or leave Islam and penalty is Death . 

 

2. Non muslims reign illegal and it would be de-throne when required . 

https://youtu.be/2N1Fzjc-ZkY
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=abb3937d01&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-a:r9041101082394103290&th=16d6c02d1272d3ab&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=16d6c02a7d8f7edeb6b1
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=abb3937d01&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-a:r9041101082394103290&th=16d6c02d1272d3ab&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=16d6c02a7d8f7edeb6b1
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=abb3937d01&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-a:r9041101082394103290&th=16d6c02d1272d3ab&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=16d6c02a7d8f7edeb6b1
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=abb3937d01&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-a:r9041101082394103290&th=16d6c02d1272d3ab&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=16d6c02a7d8f7edeb6b1
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=abb3937d01&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-a:r9041101082394103290&th=16d6c02d1272d3ab&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=16d6c02a7d8f7edeb6b1
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3. Khilafat means One reign of Islam all over World . 

 

4. Kufr means  komi reyasat has no place in Islam 

 

Means illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol 

worship. Such teachings in Madarsas are Banned . Means Seal Madarsas all over world .As Almighty God or 

Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar is ruling India and abroad since 6th March 2014. Put His idol in all mosque of 

world and offer namaz before idol of Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar. As namaz is idol worship of tachyon 

particle which are made up of two God particles and their photodepiction is ardhnareshwar or satyam shivam 

sundaram and their reconstruction on Earth is Lord Natraz or Allah ho Akbar.  Now  All muslims who follow 

illusive islam of Mohammad Sahib that prohibits idol worship means abusing Allah and Allah ho Akbar as 

Allah is two God particles and their photodepiction is ardhnareshwar or satyam shivam sundaram and they are 

smallest idols of universe . Or Illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that kills those who do idol worship means a 

movement against Quran .or ANTI QURAN MOVEMENT., the punishment is Death . It is equal to apostasy 

and penalty  for abusing Allah or Allah Ho Akbar or any Anti Quran Act in Islamic Law is DEATH .  

 

2.18 Judgments on Amicable Solution Ayodhaya Dispute  By ACJ Phase 1 

What is Almighty Court of Justice ?    

 

 
Fig 31  Almighty Court Of Justice Lord Natraz , Creator BBB or Allah Ho akbar 
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Fig 32   A folk tale from India that teaches intercultural  awareness by illustrating how different perspectives 

lead to distinct points of view. 

 
https://youtu.be/JqqiCiSN-yU 

 

There is no lack of evidences on Hindu paksh as well as in muslim paksh . Only the way of presentation is 

wrong .Truth lies in Karva ata gaya and Hindustan banta gaya .First Karva 1526 to 1949 Second Karva 1949  till 

today. Three things to know . 

1. Is the place worship place ? yes  

2. The Deity ?  Before 1949 deity was Allah . After 1949 the Deity is Ram lalla virajman.  

3 Nature of worship.? Before 1949  Namaz was  offered  After 1949 Arti was done.  

Mosque and temple are no more  now. Hence their evidences are meaningless .  As they are demolished and 

evidences have lost with time  or  only  few evidences are there . Entire memory of episode since Lord Ram 

incarnation  till  today exists in His second incarnation as Nar Narayan avatar on 22 -23 Dec 1949 in middle 

gummed of Babri mosque.  His orders are that there is no need to probe into His birth place of First incarnation 

. Under such circumstances, materialization of Allah is must. The truth regarding Namaz is that it is worship of 

tachyon particle which are made up of two God particles and their photodepiction is ardhnareshwar or satyam 

shivam sundaram or smallest idols of universe and their reconstruction on Earth is Lord Natraz or Allah ho 

Akbar. Secret of Quran is Everything is Allah every book is Quran and all worships are Allah's worship . Means 

two God particles. Secret of Gita is  I am origin of all every thing evolved from me knowing this means two 

God particles, wise men worship me . 10/8 Gita  

For Amicable solution of Ayodhaya dispute. Required knowledge for both  to overcome ignorance and 

Hatredness is to know science of prayer and know Allah in the light of science . 

 

2.19  Qyamat Has Started since 2019 .  

Almighty Court of Justice  is working hence SC has no right to give judgement on Ayodhaya Dispute 

and on found guilty , contempt of Almighty court of Justice will be imposed and penalty is Death. Status of 

Construction on disputed land is awaited till reforms  get  over.Unless balance in Justice is found , any 

construction is withheld . Means  Statuesque    as per HC order 2010 . By order ACJ .      

Muslim  Paksh – Adharma  - Islamic Jihad  - NOW Means  Illusive Islam of Mohammad Sahib That 

Prohibits Idol Worship and Kills those Who do idol worship.  1.Title Suit – Absent .  By virtue of owner ship act 

1949 . 2.Mensrea of Crime  -  Babar invaded India to spreadIllusive Islam of Mohammad Sahib That Prohibits 

Idol Worship and Kills those Who do idol worship . 3. Islamic Laws against Anti Quran Act  - Penalty Death 

Abuses Allah and Alla Ho Akbar Anti Quran Act Illusive Islam of Mohammad Sahib That Prohibits Idol 

Worship and Kills those Who do idol worship is Anti Quran  Movement In 56  islamic countries ban on Idol 

worship – Anti Quran Act  . 4. Deity Status -  – Absent as No materialization  Of Allah and Allah Ho Akbar . 

Defaulted  Deity Status  . 5. Mosque status  -  Quashed  in 1992. 6. Type of Prayer Namaz  before 1949 . As 

Namaz is IdolWorship  if followers of Illusive Islam  donot  reform Themselves means  No  Namaz  all over 

world  as it is idolWorship  of Two God particles .  7. Reforms  - Learn Science of Prayer and Know Allah in 

the Light of science and put Idol of Lord natraz  or Allah Ho akbar In all mosques of world and offer Namaz 

https://youtu.be/JqqiCiSN-yU
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Hindu Paksh  - Dharama  1.Title Suit  After 1949  by Ram Lalla Virajman  by Virtue  of Owner Ship 

Act 1949 . 2. Deity Status - Idol Worship  ofRam Lalla Virajman . . 3. Nar Narayan  Awatar or Birth  22-23Dec  

1949 in Middle Of GummedOf Babri Mosque . 4. Temple status  – Quashed by BabarIn 1528  few evidences 

left . 5, Type of Prayer  Arti  after 1949  

Warning – If SC tolerates And have Sympathies With Muslim paksh Then days are not far When  No 

room for Idol Lovers  or Dharam Or  Idol worship .Threat to all Idols , Temples , Churches of World . Flaws in 

SC proceedings  . No statements of Wadi Ram Lalla virajman Yet recorded as no summon sakshi is  sent  

.Qyamat has begun . ACJ in action . Hence SC is not allowed to say Any  verdict on Ayodhaya Dispute . It is 

misconduct . Contempt Of ACJ would be imposed on found guilty Status of Construction on disputed land is 

awaited till reforms  get  over.Unless balance in Justice is found , any construction is withheld . Means Status 

quo    as per HC order 2010 . By order ACJ      Statue of Justice  is in the hand of Almighty Court of Justice not 

in Hands of Supreme court  by order ACJ . It is not only Title Suit But also SC should See Mensrea of Crime in 

Illusive Islam  and Anti Quran Acts and Movement  by  Illusive Islam spread   by Babar Since 1526 – till  now 

 

 
Fig 33 Judgement on Ayodhaya Dispute  Phase 1 -Sept  2019 by ACJ  

 

II. Conclusion 
Hitherto , Idol worship in  Islam is not that idol worship that all religions do i.e. idol worship of God 

particles   which is the real idol worship and it will persist even after destruction of the universe . On this ground 

Islam does idol worship at the time of Namaz . Now the worship of other created things(Set of informations 

Code PcPs)  that are made up of these God particles is also Idol worship because  as though they are not idol ( 

say sun , moon , rains , fire etc) but since they are made of same God particle hence Almighty B.B.B also calls it 

Idol worship .  Since every thing is Allaha ( B.B.Bs ) , hence all worships are ( idol worship – two B.B.Bs ) 

worship of Allaha  

Muslim do believe  that Allaha means The Creator only .  After researching 99 names of Allaha  in the 

light of science and the paper published in Journal [1] , we found that Allaha means ( scientific names ) – 

Primary God, Secondary God , tertiary God , trinity , and Tawhid.  in the light of science .  This portrait 

represents  Tachyon particle  ( Fig 14 -  One yang B.B.B and many Yins B.B.B ) apart from  Creation and 

Destruction of universe under control of Almighty B.B.B ( Allahatala ) . The admiring  of this Almighty B.B.B 

is Allha ho Akbar . Hence All worships are Idol worship  in this universe as all are made up of smallest idol 

called B.B.Bs , the true fundamental belief  of all religions . This  belief  persists even after destruction of the 

universe in form of “I”  

What eye sees is different ( illusion ) than what brain sees ( truth )  . In science hypothesis is made and 

that hypothesis  is confirmed by observation . Two God particles hypothesis is based on observation that 

Superunification   is not proven yet . When photo depiction of two God particles is made by brain , it were same 

as made by Almighty B.B.B thousands of year back by clue pictures given by Hindu spiritualism ( Fig 1) . what 

Idol worship (Set of informations Code PcPs  or sculpture – statue ) is defined before the research of Two God 

particles  is illusion  as the real  idol worship is worship of two God particles  ( Not Set of informations Code 

PcPs-- Brain sees ) . On this basis the all created units  ( sun , moon  fire , rain - Set of informations Code PcPs ) 
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in created universe are also worshiped as idol worship as they are made up of these two God particles ( Not Set 

of informations Code PcPs) , Though they donot look as idol .  Same is true for idol of trinity (Set of 

informations Code PcPs -- Lord Jesus , Lord Ram etc) 
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